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ABSTRACT

The economics of Moore’s Law are stumbling, so vendors of many-

core architectures are transitioning from single-die monolithic de-

signs to multi-chiplet disintegrated systems within a package. Disin-

tegration lowers cost for the same number of cores but bottlenecks

the interconnect. Ideally, disintegration should increase perfor-

mance per dollar: cost savings should outweigh the disintegration

slowdown. Although industry has reported cost savings, the perfor-

mance penalty of disintegration is not well studied.

This paper presents the �rst characterization, to our knowledge,

of disintegration performance penalty across a diverse suite of

applications. Unsurprisingly, applications with high speedups on

monolithic systems continue to scale well on disintegrated systems,

and vice versa. However, the disintegration slowdown compared to

an equivalently sized monolith exhibits high variance across appli-

cations, with some achieving just over half the performance. Why

do some applications get a performance per dollar win, while others

lose? Through regression analysis, we �nd that metrics relating

to the network-on-package bandwidth and data sharing correlate

with disintegration slowdown. Programmers were already cau-

tioned against shared mutable data on monolithic systems, yet data

sharing is unavoidable in many applications. These applications

will be disproportionately harmed in the disintegrated future.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Networks → Network on chip; • Computer systems organi-

zation→ Multicore architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Moore’s Law is slowing, but user demand for higher performance

continues unabated. Absent transistor scaling, performance comes
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from increased area for more parallelism or larger structures. How-

ever, increasing chip area is not a free lunch for two reasons: yield

and manufacturing limits. As the die size increases, the probability

of defects rises signi�cantly, lowering manufacturing yield and

increasing cost. Furthermore, standard manufacturing techniques

have a maximum manufacturable die size due to limits of the litho-

graphic reticle [27]. Even keeping the die size constant becomes

more costly in newer technology nodes as increasing transistor

density requires increasingly complex techniques [31].

This constraint on die area has led industry to re-integrate mul-

tiple chiplets within a package into so-called disintegrated [11, 24]

systems. They fall between integrating all logic on a single chip

and the decades-old multi-socket systems on a board. Chiplets

communicate through silicon interposers [24], the package sub-

strate [31], or other technologies [32]. Disintegrated systems are

rapidly emerging in products from AMD [17, 25, 31], Apple [4],

IBM [18], Intel [32], and Tenstorrent [29]. Disintegration allows

vendors to build systems that exceed the maximum conventional

manufacturable size, and replace infeasibly expensive monolithic

chips with practical systems due to higher yield of smaller chips.

An underlying assumption has been that disintegrated systems

provide substantially lower cost for a small performance loss. After

all, although an in-package interconnect is less performant than

one on-chip, it beats connecting packages on a board. While the

cost savings are readily apparent (e.g., AMD estimates 41% cost

reduction in the design of a 32-core system [31]), there has been

little work characterizing the performance loss.

Our goal is to understand the performance tradeo� in the transi-

tion to disintegrated systems, identifying the properties of appli-

cations that cause them to be more or less impacted. We compare

the performance of a diverse suite of 29 multithreaded applications

running on two 256-core disintegrated systems (active interposer

and multi-chip module) to a monolith with the same number of

cores and amount of cache (Sec. 3). We introduce disintegration

slowdown, the performance ratio of the disintegrated system and

the equivalently sized monolith. We �nd that applications that scale

well on monolithic systems continue to scale on the disintegrated

systems, and vice versa, but provide 0.91× and 0.72× the average

performance of the monolith, respectively (Sec. 2.2). However, these

average disintegration slowdowns do not tell the whole story, as

we observe signi�cant variance across applications. For example,

an application’s speedup on the monolithic 256-core system over

a 1-core system is a poor predictor of disintegration slowdown:

some applications with monolithic speedup >250× have worse dis-

integration slowdown (0.56×) than some with monolithic speedup

<100× (0.997×). We apply regression analysis in search of metrics

that predict disintegration slowdown, identifying that instructions

per invalidation, our data-sharing proxy for operational intensity,

correlates with R
2 ≈ 0.6 (Sec. 4).
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2 MOTIVATION

Disintegrating a manycore into chiplets drives downmanufacturing

cost, with the ultimate goal of improving performance per dollar.1

Ideally, for any application, �,

%3 (�)

�3

>

%< (�)

�<

⇐⇒
%3 (�)

%< (�)
>

�3

�<

(1)

where�< and�3 are the �xed cost per manycore using monolithic

and disintegrated designs, respectively, and %< (�) and %3 (�) are

the performance running� on the monolithic and disintegrated sys-

tems, respectively. The relative disintegrated cost should decrease

more than relative disintegrated performance is harmed.

When does disintegration pay o� and why do some applications

lose? We call the left hand side, %3 (�)/%< (�), disintegration slow-

down. For a given disintegrated and monolithic system, the relative

cost (right hand side) is �xed (e.g., 0.59× for the 32-core, 4-chiplet

AMD EPYC [31]). However, the disintegration slowdown depends

not only on the �xed disintegrated and monolithic architectures,

but also on the application, �. Prior work on disintegration has

(i) summarized disintegration slowdown averaged across a suite of

applications [6], (ii) measured disintegration slowdown on applica-

tions amenable to data partitioning to reduce communication [36],

or (iii) has not measured disintegration slowdown in particular [7,

10, 12, 24, 31, 32, 35, 42, 48, 49, 50]. To the best of our knowledge, no

prior work has characterized the variance in performance penalty

of disintegration across applications from disparate domains, nor

characterized its cause. The following subsections provide brief

background on disintegration technology and motivate this work

by showing the high variance of disintegration slowdown.

2.1 Disintegration (variably) reduces cost

Fig. 2 shows our baselinemonolithic tiled, cache-coherentmanycore

with 256 cores. Each tile has a group of cores with private L1 caches.

The cores in a tile share an L2 cache, and each tile has a slice of a

fully shared L3 cache. Tiles are connected through a mesh network-

on-chip (NoC). Even with simple and small cores, a system this

large or larger would be costly to manufacture as chip yield decays

superlinearly with area [13].

Disintegrated systems reintegrate chiplets to reduce overall cost.

First, they reduce manufacturing cost as the signi�cant yield im-

provement with lower area allows assembling a large system with

smaller, cheaper chips [44]. Second, they amortize design cost: just

as the shift to single-chip multiprocessors made large families of

1Other objectives include performance/W/$ or applying utility functions to perfor-
mance [37], but are out of scope for this paper.
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Figure 2: Tiled 256-core monolithic manycore design with

three-level cache hierarchy

related processors economically feasible by replicating a core de-

sign [33], disintegrated systems enable populating a package with

two, four, eight, or more chips to create a diverse product line from

few chip designs [31].

Disintegrated systems require a means to reassemble and inter-

connect the chips within a package. The more integrated the tech-

nology the better the inter-chip bandwidth, latency, and energy [44]

but the higher the cost. These include 3D stacking, interposers, sili-

con bridge interconnects, and multi-chip modules (MCM). We defer

to prior work for summaries of this large technology space [10, 14,

24]. In this paper, we sample two representative points in the space

with distinct cost and bandwidth/latency properties, focusing on ac-

tive silicon interposers and MCMs. The latter are already deployed

commercially in AMD EPYC and Ryzen [25, 31] and will likely con-

nect chips in the Tenstorrent Grendel [29]. The former have so far

been of academic interest, but represent a high-performance design

point in the Universal Chiplet Interconnect (UCIe) standard [14]

with support from AMD, IBM, Intel, among other vendors.

Active Silicon Interposers: Fig. 1a illustrates a disintegrated sys-

tem connecting two chips through a silicon interposer. Although

the interposer area is comparable to the sum of chiplet area, it only

supports communication, making its active area a small fraction

to reduce the probability of defects and improve yield. At a high

level, there are two types of interposers: active (with powered tran-

sistors and logic) and passive (only metal wires). Fig. 1b zooms

in on the chips and an active silicon interposer, which includes

repeaters to reduce latency [12, 42] and routers to enable sophis-

ticated network topologies [24]. In contrast, passive interposers

have worse communication characteristics but achieve higher yield.

A chip-to-interposer interconnect enables so-called micro-bump

C4 bumpsmicro-bumps

organic package substrate

chip 1 chip 2

interposer_

(a) Interposer interconnect

interposer

RouterRouter

chip 1

Tile Tile

RouterRouter RouterRouter

chip 2

Tile Tile

(b) Active interposers may have routers and repeaters

organic package substrate

C4 bumps

chip 1chip 1 chip 2chip 2

(c) Substrate interconnect making amulti-chip

module

Figure 1: Cross-section of on-package interconnects for two chiplets
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connections whereas chip-to-package reintegration requires C4

bumps. Micro-bumps are smaller and more densely packed than

C4 bumps (e.g., 9× [24]) leading to higher inter-chip bandwidth

through the interposer than through the package substrate.

Multi-ChipModules: Fig. 1c shows a system connecting two chips

through the package substrate. MCMs are cheaper than interposer-

based systems as they demand fewer silicon layers. However, the

package substrate does not support active logic such as routers or

repeaters. The need for C4 bumps limits wire density and bandwidth.

The lack of repeaters drives up inter-chip long-wire latency.

2.2 Disintegration (variably) hurts performance

Keeping cores and cache equal with a monolith, disintegration

improves peak performance per dollar by keeping peak performance

constant, but what is the actual performance loss and how does

it vary across applications? Fig. 3 compares the performance of a

monolithic system (x-axis) against a disintegrated system (y-axis)

with 256 cores across 34 application-input pairs (see Sec. 3 for

methodology). Each point in the scatter plot represents the speedups

normalized to the performance of a 1-core system, averaged over

10 runs of a benchmark with the same input. The x-axis values

(monolith) are the same in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, while the y-axis values

come from an interposer- and MCM-based system, respectively.

Unsurprisingly, disintegration hurts performance on average,

shown by the blue least-squares-error lines of best �t. We force

these lines through the origin. The coe�cient of determination (R2)
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Figure 3: Comparing disintegrated vs. monolithic perfor-

mance on a 256-core system normalized to a 1-core system
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Figure 4: Comparing disintegration slowdown vs. monolithic

performance on a 256-core system

shows a strong linear correlation between disintegrated speedup

and monolithic speedup (R2 =1 implies perfect correlation and

R
2 =0 implies no correlation). The slopes indicate that interposer

and MCM systems achieve 0.91× and 0.72× the performance of

the monolith, respectively. This average relative performance is

promising if disintegration su�ciently reduces cost.

More interestingly, monolithic speedup does not perfectly predict

disintegrated speedup for individual applications. Fig. 4 highlights

this issue, keeping the x-axis the same but plotting what we call

disintegration slowdown on the y-axis: disintegrated speedup nor-

malized to monolithic speedup, or %3 (�)/%< (�) from Eq. 1. For

example, a y-axis value of one indicates a benchmark took equal

time to execute on both systems, whereas a value of 0.5 indicates

the disintegrated system took twice as long to complete.

Fig. 4 shows high variance in disintegration slowdown across

applications, with near-zero correlation with monolithic speedup

and near-zero slope in the line of best �t. For example, applications

blackscholes and sf both scale well (to the right) on the monolith

but their disintegration slowdown varies wildly. At the lower end

of scalability, barnes is heavily penalized on the MCM, whereas

cholesky is closer to the average disintegration slowdown. The

standard deviations in disintegration slowdown are 0.046× and

0.116× for the interposer and MCM, respectively.

Our goal in this work is to explain this variance in disintegration

slowdown. What causes the performance of some applications to be

penalized so much more than others? More concretely, we search

for application characteristics (x-axis values) that are correlated

with this slowdown (y-axis) to explain the performance penalty of

disintegration. We focus on the %3 (�)/%< (�) ratio, and defer to

prior work for �3/�< [31, 41, 42, 43, 44].

3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Modeled manycores: We modify the open-source2 cycle-level,

event-driven Swarm [22, 23] simulator based on Pin [30, 34] to eval-

uate the impact on performance of 256-core disintegrated systems

relative to the monolith shown in Fig. 2. Parameters are given in

Table 1. We use detailed core, cache, network, and main memory

models, and do not use any Swarm task management or speculation

as all benchmarks are multithreaded.

For disintegrated systems, we partition the monolithic 64-tile

network into 16 chiplets of four tiles each, providing higher yield

than four larger chiplets. Intel’s Sapphire Rapids comprises four

chips [32], Tenstorrent’s Grendel forecasts eight [29], AMD’s EPYC

has nine [31] to thirteen [25], and NVIDIA’s Simba has 36 [36].

The disintegrated interconnect topologies comprise two layers.

The network-on-chip (NoC) uses a mesh on each die (4-node ring

on cmesh and mcm), similar to products and prototypes from indus-

try [5, 15, 18, 32, 36]. The network-on-package (NoP) topology is

in�uenced by the disintegration technology. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show

the combined NoP and NoC topologies for our active silicon inter-

poser (cmesh) and multi-chip module (mcm) systems, respectively.

We use a misaligned concentrated mesh for the interposer [24]. Con-

centration drives down active interposer area while misalignment

improves average hop count and packet latency. Red intra-chip

links connect black on-chip routers. Dashed blue links connect

2https://github.com/SwarmArch/sim
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Table 1: Con�guration of the 256-core system

Cores
256 cores in 64 tiles (4 cores/tile), 2 GHz, x86-64 ISA,
1 thread/core (like AmpereOne [2]);

Frontend 2-level bpred with 1024×10-bit BHSRs + 1024×2-bit PHT

Backend
2-way issue/rename/dispatch/commit, 36-entry issue bu�er,
72-entry ROB, 16-entry ld/st queue (similar to KNL [40])

L1 caches 32 KB, per-core, split D/I, 8-way, 2-cycle latency
L2 caches 1MB, per-tile, 8-way, inclusive, 9-cycle latency

LLC
256MB, shared, static NUCA [26] (4MB bank/tile),
16-way, inclusive, 12-cycle bank latency

Coherence MESI, 64 B lines, in-cache directories

Main mem
16 controllers at chip edges, 120-cycle latency,
30GB/s/controller

Net topology 8×8 mesh on monolith, 2×2 mesh per disintegrated chip

NoC and
Interposer

16 B links, 4 physical networks, XY routing, 1 cycle/hop when
going straight, 2 cycles on turns (like Tile64 [45]), 1 cycle per
router

mcm NoP
1 cycle each way between chip and package substrate +
3 cycles for traversal of package + 1 cycle for clock domain
crossing

cmesh NoP
1 cycle to cross between chip and interposer + 1 cycle for
clock domain crossing (like Kite [7])

(a) cmesh
(b) mcm

Figure 5: cmesh and mcm network topologies with a 4×4-chip,

2×2-tile/chip, 4-cores/tile con�guration. cmesh uses a concen-

tration factor of 4 and 5×5 XY-misalignment.

green on-interposer routers. Dotted purple links cross from on-chip

to on-interposer routers. The mcm topology resembles the Simba

network [36]. Blue links connect the chips through the package

substrate. Each chip has one router designated for o�-chip tra�c;

all o�-chip-bound messages are routed here �rst.

We implement a hierarchical, X-�rst routing algorithm: starting

from the source router, (i) route to the local o�-chip router, (ii) route

within the NoP to the o�-chip router that is local to the destination,

(iii) route to the destination. A packet skips any of these steps if

already completed (i.e., exploits intra-chip routing when possible).

A longer version of this work details cmesh and mcm routing [9].

We con�gure intra-chip and inter-chip router and link delays

similarly to recent work. We add one cycle for clock-domain cross-

ing when a packet moves to a di�erent chip [7]. Link distances in

the interposer and package substrate are approximately one side of

a chip plus the distance between chips. Assuming this wire length

is less than 10mm for chips in 11 nm, and that the metal wire in the

package substrate has similar length to one in a passive interposer,

we use one cycle per link in the active interposer and three cycles

per link in the package substrate [42].

Benchmarks: The shift to disintegration hampers the NoP. Con-

sequently, we use a diverse set of 29 multithreaded benchmarks

drawn from PARSEC [8] (blackscholes, canneal), Splash-2x [47]

(barnes, fft, lu_cb, lu_ncb, ocean_cp, ocean_ncp, radix),

Splash-4 [19] (all except fmm), PBBSv1 [39] (mis), PBBSv2 [3] (mm,

msf, sf, sa), and other graph benchmarks (cf [38], color [21]).

These exhibit a diversity of parallel and data sharing patterns

(Sec. 4). We use standard input sets for PARSEC and Splash, tri-

gramString_1M as input to sa, movielens-1m [20] (10.0k vertices,

2.00M edges) as input to cf, and East USA roads [1] (3.60M vertices,

8.78M edges) and com-youtube [28] (1.16M vertices, 2.99M edges)

as inputs to remaining benchmarks.

We exclude benchmarks from Splash and PARSEC that led to

errors. For example, some excluded benchmarks have internal max-

imum thread counts that preclude 256-thread execution. We use

the Cilk runtime for cf, color, and mis, and pthreads for all other

benchmarks. Because our Pin-based simulator does not capture cy-

cles in system calls, we replace the pthread_mutex_t in Splash-2x

with a TTAS lock.

We fast-forward each benchmark to the start of its parallel region

and simulate the full system for the entire region. We perform

ten runs per input for all benchmarks on all three systems. Each

point in a scatter plot represents one (benchmark,input) pair and is

constructed from the average of run times and/or relevant metric.

4 RESULTS

What architectural or application-level metrics explain the variance

in disintegration slowdown? We consider two general categories:

(i) classic performance metrics and (ii) network and data sharing

metrics. As in Fig. 4, we plot our proposed metrics against the

disintegration slowdown, perform linear regression, and measure

the correlation. All x-axis metrics are measured on the monolithic

system, as we �nd it typically gives better correlation; the monolith

is less constrained, so it better satis�es the resources an application

wants. We consider linear and exponential correlations and report

the better of the two.

Table 2 summarizes our �ndings, reporting the correlations from

each scatter plot. A longer version of this work analyzes every plot

leading to a cell in this table [9]. For brevity, we showcase scatter

plots for key metrics of interest in Fig. 6 and only for mcm.

4.1 Performance metrics poorly predict
disintegration slowdown

Workload characterization often measures average instructions

per cycle (IPC), consumed memory bandwidth, and operational

intensity. However, we �nd all three poorly predict disintegration

slowdown (i.e., correlation is low) [9]. These metrics are core- and

memory-centric and are less sensitive to the NoP in particular.

We plot disintegration slowdown vs. operational intensity in

Fig. 6a, as it gives the best R2 of 0.32 on mcm. Deviating from

Williams et al. [46], we compute operational intensity as the num-

ber of instructions per byte of data accessed from memory, as not

all benchmarks use �oating point. The line of best �t looks expo-

nential on the logarithmic x-axis. There is a weak trend of reduced

slowdown with increasing operational intensity, but this metric is

insu�cient to explain the variance in disintegration slowdown.
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Figure 6: Comparing disintegration slowdown of mcm vs. key metrics measured on the monolith

Table 2: Application metrics and their correlation with disin-

tegration slowdown

Metric Group Metric
Correlation

(cmesh) (mcm)

Performance

IPC 0.26 0.14

Consumed Memory Bandwidth 0.02 0.13

Operational Intensity [46] 0.18 0.32

Base Network
Network Injection Bandwidth 0.31 0.42

Average Network Latency 0.06 0.06

Network

Injection

Breakdown

GetS 0.32 0.41

GetX 0.40 0.49

Inv (Invalidate) 0.48 0.50

InvX (Downgrade) 0.46 0.57

Data Response 0.34 0.46

PutS (Clean Eviction) 0.00 0.10

PutX (Dirty Eviction) 0.04 0.05

Data Sharing

# Read Sharers 0.04 0.07

Invalidation Intensity 0.63 0.58

Downgrade Intensity 0.55 0.59

Sharing Fraction [16] 0.34 0.31

4.2 Network and data sharing metrics are better

Since the NoP is the key system component constrained by disin-

tegration, we consider the correlation of disintegration slowdown

with average network injection bandwidth from tiles and aver-

age packet latency. Unsurprisingly, Fig. 6b shows that benchmarks

better utilizing the monolith network (injecting more) have more

performance degradation with disintegration, however, the correla-

tion is weak. Table 2 reports almost no correlation with latency.

We break down network tra�c by components and �nd stronger

correlation of disintegration slowdown with invalidation (Inv) and

downgrade (InvX) tra�c. Fig. 6c plots disintegration slowdown

vs. the bandwidth of Inv messages injected from the LLC. Inv and

InvX requests are caused by read-write sharing and synchroniza-

tion among threads. Ideally, such data would be perfectly reused

(shared) by threads before being evicted o� chip, reducing o�-chip

memory tra�c. Since these messages traverse the NoP, their band-

width should correlate with performance impact, given the slower

disintegrated network. Evidently, with R
2 ≈0.5, this does not tell

the entire story.

We develop invalidation intensity as a sharing analogue for op-

erational intensity: instructions per Inv message, rather than in-

structions per byte from memory. This metric is a proxy for the

period, in instructions, at which readers of data are invalidated due

to sharing. Fig. 6d plots disintegration slowdown vs. invalidation in-

tensity. Since frequency is constant in our model, Fig. 6d ultimately

factors out average IPC from Fig. 6c. With an invalidation rate nor-

malized by instructions rather than cycles, invalidation intensity

is less (albeit still) dependent on microarchitecture. Fig. 6d shows

that disintegration slowdown worsens as the invalidation intensity

increases: more sharing causes more performance penalty.

5 CONCLUSION

In the pursuit of larger and higher performance systems, the mi-

croprocessor industry is shifting to disintegration: reassembling

smaller chiplets within a package. This improves yield and reduces

cost, with one key goal of improving performance per dollar for

customers. However, the performance penalty due to running ap-

plications on disintegrated systems has not been well studied. This

paper presented a characterization of the impacts of disintegration

on application performance, focusing on active silicon interposer

and package substrate (mcm) interconnects. On average, application

scaling remains similar between the monolith and disintegrated de-

signs, although the cheaper the disintegration technology, theworse

the average performance penalty. However, the per-application

normalized disintegration slowdown has no correlation with mono-

lithic performance and has high variance, with some applications

experiencing nearly twice the average performance slowdown. We

introduced invalidation intensity as a metric for data sharing rate

and �nd it correlates with disintegration slowdown with R
2 of

about 0.6, stronger than correlation with injected network band-

width. These results corroborate our intuition that data sharing,

in particular, stresses the network because accesses to shared data

are not further limited by memory bandwidth. Future work could

continue the search for a near-perfect predictor of disintegration

slowdown, ideally using microarchitecture-independent metrics,

then leverage those insights to develop architectural and software

mechanisms to mitigate disintegration slowdown.
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